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1. Introduction

The presence of 3 or more consecutive ventricular premature complexes (VPCs) on an electrocardiogram is ventricular tachycardia (VT) [1, 2]. VT is sustained if it lasts ≥30 seconds and nonsustained if its lasts <30 seconds [2]. Complex ventricular arrhythmias (VA) are VT or paired, multiform, or frequent VPCs. This author diagnoses frequent VPCs if there are an average of ≥30/hour on a 24-hour ambulatory electrocardiogram (AECG) or ≥6/minute on a 1-minute rhythm strip of an electrocardiogram (ECG) [2, 3]. Simple VA are infrequent VPCs and no complex forms.

The prevalence of nonsustained VT diagnosed by 24-hour AECGs varied from 2% to 13% in older persons without cardiovascular disease [1, 4-7], was 9% in 385 older men and 8% in 806 older women with hypertension, valvular disease, or cardiomyopathy [7], and was 16% in 395 older men and 15% in 771 older women with coronary artery disease (CAD) [7]. The prevalence of complex VA in older persons in these studies varied from 16% to 50% in older persons without cardiovascular disease [1, 4-7], was 54% in older men and 55% in older women with hypertension, valvular disease, or cardiomyopathy [7], and was 69% in older men and 68% in older women with CAD [7].

In 104 older persons without cardiovascular disease, complex VA were present on 24-hour AECGs in 33% of persons and on 1-minute rhythm strips in 2% of persons [3]. In 843 older persons, with cardiovascular disease, complex VA were present on 24-hour AECGs in 55% of persons and on 1-minute rhythm strips in 4% of persons [3].

In persons with cardiovascular disease, those with an abnormal left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction [8], with echocardiographic LV hypertrophy [9], or with silent myocardial ischemia [10] have a higher prevalence of VT and of complex VA than those with normal LV ejection fraction, normal LV mass, and no myocardial ischemia.
2. Prognosis of ventricular arrhythmias

In the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging, nonsustained VT or complex VA were not associated with new coronary events at 10-year follow-up of 98 persons without heart disease [11]. In this study, exercise-induced nonsustained VT was not associated with new coronary events at 2-year follow-up in persons without heart disease [12]. At 5.6-year follow-up in this study, exercise-induced frequent or repetitive VPCs also were not associated with new coronary events in persons without heart disease [13].

Nonsustained VT or complex VA diagnosed by 24-hour AECGs were not associated with new coronary events at 2-year follow-up in 76 persons without heart disease [14] and were not associated with primary ventricular fibrillation (VF) or sudden cardiac death in 86 persons without heart disease [15]. Complex VA diagnosed by 24-hour AECGs or by 12-lead ECGs with 1-minute rhythm strips were also not associated with new coronary events at 39-month follow-up in 104 persons without heart disease [3]. Nonsustained VT or complex VA diagnosed by 24-hour AECGs were not associated with new coronary events at 45-month follow-up of 135 men and at 47-month follow-up of 297 women without cardiovascular disease [7].

Because nonsustained VT or complex VA are not associated with new coronary events in persons without heart disease, asymptomatic nonsustained VT or complex VA in persons without heart disease should not be treated with antiarrhythmic drugs. Because simple VA in persons with heart disease are not associated with new coronary events [3, 7, 11, 14, 15], simple VA in older persons with heart disease should not be treated with antiarrhythmic drugs.

However, patients with VT (sustained or nonsustained) or with complex VA associated with heart disease are at increased risk for developing new coronary events, primary VF, and sudden cardiac death [3, 7, 11, 14-19].

3. Medical therapy

Underlying causes of complex VA should be treated, if possible. Therapy of congestive heart failure (CHF), digitalis toxicity, hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia, hypertension, LV dysfunction, LV hypertrophy, myocardial ischemia by anti-ischemic drugs such as beta blockers or by coronary revascularization, hypoxia, and other conditions may abolish or decrease complex VA. Persons should not smoke or drink alcohol and should avoid drugs that may cause or increase complex VA.

CAD should be treated with aspirin [20-23], with beta blockers [23-28], with angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors [23, 28-33], and with 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase inhibitors (statins) [23, 34-40] unless there are contraindications to these
drugs. The serum low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol level should be reduced ≥ 50% by high-dose statins (atorvastatin 40 to 80 mg daily or rosuvastatin 20 to 40 mg daily) [40].

Age-related physiologic changes may affect absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of cardiovascular drugs [41]. Numerous physiologic changes with aging affect pharmacodynamics with alterations in end-organ responsiveness to cardiovascular drugs [41]. Drug interactions between antiarrhythmic drugs and other cardiovascular drugs are common [41]. There are also important drug-disease interactions [41]. Class I antiarrhythmic drugs have an unacceptable proarrhythmia rate in patients with heart disease and should be avoided. Class III antiarrhythmic drugs should also be used with caution in patients with heart disease since multiple factors may increase proarrhythmia. Except for beta blockers, all antiarrhythmic drugs may cause torsades de pointes (VT with polymorphous appearance associated with prolonged QT interval).

Class I antiarrhythmic drugs are sodium channel blockers. Class Ia antiarrhythmic drugs have intermediate channel kinetics and prolong repolarization. These drugs include quinidine, procainamide, and disopyramide. Class Ib antiarrhythmic drugs have rapid channel kinetics and slightly shorten repolarization. These drugs include lidocaine, mexilitine, tocainide, and phenytoin. Class Ic drugs have slow channel kinetics and have little effect on repolarization. These drugs include encainide, flecainide, moricizine, propafenone, and lorcainide. None of the Class I antiarrhythmic drugs have been found in controlled, clinical trials to reduce sudden cardiac death, total cardiac death, or total mortality.

The International Mexilitine and Placebo Antiarrhythmic Coronary Trial (IMPACT) was a prospective, double-blind, randomized study in survivors of myocardial infarction (MI) in whom 317 persons were randomized to mexilitine and 313 persons to placebo [42]. At 1-year follow-up, mortality was 7.6% for mexilitine-treated patients versus 4.8% for placebo-treated patients [42].

The Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression Trial (CAST) I was a prospective, double-blind, randomized study in survivors of MI with asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic VA in which 730 patients were randomized to encainide or flecainide and 725 patients to placebo [43]. Adequate suppression of VA by encainide or flecainide was needed before randomization. Despite adequate suppression of VA, at 10-month follow-up, encainide and flecainide significantly increased mortality from arrhythmia or cardiac arrest 3.6 times and significantly increased total mortality 2.5 times [43]. Older age increased the likelihood of adverse events, including death, in patients treated with encainide and flecainide [44].

CAST II was a prospective, double-blind, randomized study in survivors of MI with asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic VA in which 581 patients were randomized to moricizine and 574 patients to placebo. [45]. Adequate suppression of VA by moricizine was required before randomization. At 18-month follow-up, the mortality from arrhythmia or cardiac arrest was 8.4% for patients treated with moricizine and 7.3% for patients treated with placebo [45]. The 2-year survival rate was 81.7% for patients treated with moricizine and 85.6% for patients treated with placebo [45]. Older age increased the likelihood of adverse events, including death, in patients receiving moricizine [44].
Aronow et al [46] performed a prospective study in 406 persons with heart disease (58% with prior MI) and asymptomatic complex VA diagnosed by 24-hour AECGs. The prevalence of nonsustained VT was 20%. The prevalence of an abnormal ejection fraction was 32%. The incidence of adverse effects causing cessation of drug was 48% for quinidine and 55% for procainamide. At 24-month follow-up, the incidences of sudden cardiac death, total cardiac death, and of total death were not significantly different in persons treated with quinidine or procainamide or with no antiarrhythmic drug [46]. The incidence of total mortality was 65% for persons treated with quinidine or procainamide and 63% for persons treated with no antiarrhythmic drug. Quinidine or procainamide did not decrease sudden cardiac death, total cardiac death, or total death in comparison with no antiarrhythmic drug in older patients with ischemic or nonischemic heart disease, abnormal or normal LV ejection fraction, and presence versus absence of VT [46].

Moosvi et al [47] performed a retrospective analysis of the effect of empiric antiarrhythmic therapy in 209 resuscitated out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients with CAD. Of the 209 patients, 48 received quinidine, 45 received procainamide, and 116 received no antiarrhythmic drug. The 2-year sudden death survival was 69% for quinidine-treated patients, 69% for procainamide-treated patients, and 89% for patients treated with no antiarrhythmic drug [47]. The 2-year total survival was 61% for quinidine-treated patients, 57% for procainamide-treated patients, and 71% for patients treated with no antiarrhythmic drug [47].

Hallstrom et al [48] performed a retrospective analysis of the effect of antiarrhythmic drug use in 941 patients resuscitated from prehospital cardiac arrest attributable to VF between 1970 and 1985. Quinidine was given to 19% of patients, procainamide to 18% of patients, beta blockers to 28% of patients, and no antiarrhythmic drug to 39% of patients. There was a 17% increased incidence of death or recurrent cardiac arrest in patients treated with quinidine or procainamide versus no antiarrhythmic drug. Survival was 57% worse for patients treated with procainamide than for patients treated with quinidine [48].

A meta-analysis of 6 double-blind studies of 808 patients with chronic atrial fibrillation who underwent direct-current cardioversion to sinus rhythm showed that the mortality at one year was higher in patients treated with quinidine (2.9%) than in patients treated with placebo (0.8%) [49]. Of 1,330 patients in the Stroke Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation Study, 127 were receiving quinidine, 57 procainamide, 15 disopyramide, 34 flecainide, 20 encainide, and 7 amiodarone [50]. The adjusted relative risk of cardiac mortality was 1.8 times higher and the adjusted relative risk of arrhythmic death was 2.1 times higher in patients receiving antiarrhythmic drugs [50]. In patients with a history of CHF, the adjusted relative risk of cardiac death was 3.3 times higher and the adjusted relative risk of arrhythmic death was 5.8 times higher in patients receiving antiarrhythmic drugs [50].

Morganroth and Goin [51] performed a meta-analysis of 4 randomized, double-blind controlled trials lasting 2 to 12 weeks in which quinidine (n=502) was compared with flecainide (n=141), mexiletine (n=246), tocainide (n=67), and propafenone (n=53) in the treatment of complex VA. There was an increased risk of mortality in patients treated with quinidine compared with patients treated with the other antiarrhythmic drugs (absolute risk increase = 1.6%) [51].
Teo et al [52] analyzed 59 randomized controlled trials of 23,229 patients that investigated use of Class I antiarrhythmic drugs after MI. The Class I drugs investigated included quinidine, procainamide, disopyramide, imipramine, moricizine, lidocaine, tocainide, phenytoin, mexiletine, aprindine, encainide, and flecainide. Mortality was 14% higher in patients receiving Class I antiarrhythmic drugs than in patients receiving no antiarrhythmic drugs. None of the 59 studies demonstrated that use of a Class I antiarrhythmic drug decreased mortality in postinfarction patients [52]. On the basis of these data, no Class I antiarrhythmic drugs should be used for the treatment of VT or complex VA.

Calcium channel blockers are not useful in treatment of complex VA. Although verapamil can terminate a left septal fascicular VT, hemodynamic collapse can occur if intravenous verapamil is given to patients with the more common forms of reentry VT. Teo et al [52] analyzed randomized controlled trials of 20,342 patients that investigated the use of calcium channel blockers after MI. Mortality was insignificantly 4% higher in patients receiving calcium channel blockers than in patients receiving no antiarrhythmic drugs [52]. On the basis of these data, no calcium channel blockers should be used in the treatment of VT or complex VA.

Teo et al [52] analyzed 55 randomized controlled trials comprising 53,268 patients that investigated use of beta blockers after MI. Mortality was significantly reduced 19% in patients receiving beta blockers [52]. The decrease in mortality after MI in persons treated with beta blockers was due to both a reduction in sudden cardiac death and recurrent MI [24-27, 53].

The Beta Blocker Heart Attack Trial was a double-blind, randomized study of 3,290 patients after MI [53-55]. At 25-month follow-up, propranolol decreased sudden cardiac death by 28% in patients with complex VA and by 16% in patients without complex VA. Propranolol significantly reduced total mortality by 34% in patients aged 60 to 69 years (p=0.01) and insignificantly reduced total mortality by 19% in patients aged 30 to 59 years [53-55].

Beta blockers decrease complex VA including VT [55-57]. Beta blockers also increase VF threshold in animal models and have been found to decrease VF in patients with acute MI [58]. A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of propranolol in high-risk survivors of acute MI at 12 Norwegian hospitals showed a 52% significant reduction in sudden cardiac death in patients treated with propranolol for 1 year [58].

Beta blockers decrease myocardial oxygen demand and myocardial ischemia, which may reduce the likelihood of VF. Stone et al [59] showed by 48-hour AECGs in 50 patients with stable angina pectoris that propranolol, but not diltiazem or nifedipine, caused a significant decrease in mean number of episodes of myocardial ischemia and in mean duration of myocardial ischemia compared with placebo. Beta blockers also decrease sympathetic tone, increase vagal tone, and stabilize cardiac membrane potentials which reduces the likelihood of VF. In addition, beta blockers are antithrombotic [60] and may prevent atherosclerotic plaque rupture [61].

In the retrospective study by Hallstrom et al [48] in 941 patients resuscitated from prehospital cardiac arrest attributed to VF, beta blockers were given to 28% of patients and no antiarrhythmic drug to 39% of patients. At 108-month follow-up, patients treated with beta
blockers had a significant 38% decreased incidence of death or recurrent cardiac arrest compared to patients treated with no antiarrhythmic [48].

Aronow et al [62] performed a prospective study in 245 persons with heart disease (64% with prior MI and 36% with hypertensive heart disease) and complex VA diagnosed by 24-hour AECGs and a LV ejection fraction ≥40%. Nonsustained VT occurred in 32% of patients. Silent myocardial ischemia occurred in 33% of patients. Of 245 patients, 123 were randomized to propranolol and 122 to no antiarrhythmic drug. Follow-up was 29 months. Propranolol was stopped because of adverse effects in 14 of 123 patients (11%).

Follow-up 24-hour AECGs were obtained at a median of 6 months in 91% of patients treated with propranolol and in 89% of patients treated with no antiarrhythmic drug [62]. Propranolol was significantly more effective than no antiarrhythmic drug in reducing VT >90% (71% versus 25% of patients) and in decreasing the average number of VPCs/hour >70% (71% versus 25% of patients) [62]. The prevalence of silent myocardial ischemia on follow-up 24-hour AECGs was insignificantly higher on no antiarrhythmic drug. However, silent ischemia was significantly abolished by propranolol, with 37% of patients with silent ischemia on their baseline 24-hour AECGs having no silent ischemia on their follow-up 24-hour AECGs [62].

Multivariate Cox regression analyses showed that propranolol caused a 47% significant reduction in sudden cardiac death, a 37% significant decrease in total cardiac death, and a 20% insignificant decrease in total death [62]. Univariate Cox regression analysis showed that among patients taking propranolol, suppression of complex VA caused a 33% insignificant reduction in sudden cardiac death, a 27% insignificant decrease in total cardiac death, and a 30% insignificant reduction in total death [63]. Among patients taking propranolol, abolition of silent myocardial ischemia caused a 70% significant decrease in sudden cardiac death, a 70% significant reduction in total cardiac death, and a 69% significant decrease in total death [63].

There was also a circadian distribution of sudden cardiac death or fatal MI with the peak incidence occurring from 6 AM to 12 PM (peak hour was 8 AM and a secondary peak occurred around 7 PM) in patients treated with no antiarrhythmic drug [64] Propranolol abolished this circadian distribution of sudden cardiac death or fatal MI [64]. In this study, propranolol markedly decreased the circadian variation of complex VA [65] and abolished the circadian variation of myocardial ischemia [66].

In a retrospective analysis of data from the CAST study, Kennedy et al [67] showed that 30% of patients with a LV ejection fraction ≤40% were receiving beta blockers. Patients on beta blockers had a significant decrease in all-cause mortality of 43% at 30 days, of 46% at 1 year, and of 33% at 2 years [67]. Patients treated with beta blockers had a significant reduction in arrhythmic death or cardiac arrest of 66% at 30 days, of 53% at 1 year, and of 36% at 2 years [67]. Multivariate analysis showed that beta blockers were an independent factor for decreasing arrhythmic death or cardiac arrest by 40%, for reducing all-cause mortality by 33%, and for decreasing new or worsened CHF by 32% [67].
ACE inhibitors have been shown to cause a significant reduction in complex VA in patients with CHF in some studies [68, 69] but not in other studies [70, 71]. ACE inhibitors have also been shown to reduce sudden cardiac death in some studies of patients with CHF [32, 72].

ACE inhibitors should be given to reduce total mortality in older and younger patients with CHF [30, 32, 72, 73], an anterior MI [31], an MI with a LV ejection fraction ≤40% [28, 29, 32], and in all patients with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease [23, 33]. ACE inhibitors should be used to treat patients with CHF with abnormal LV ejection fraction [30, 32, 72, 73] or with normal LV ejection fraction [74, 75].

On the basis of available data, ACE inhibitors should be used to treat patients with VT or complex VA associated with CHF, an anterior MI, an MI with LV systolic dysfunction, or atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease if there are no contraindications to use of ACE inhibitors. Beta blockers should be used in addition to ACE inhibitors in treating these patients.

Class III antiarrhythmic drugs are potassium channel blockers which prolong repolarization manifested by an increase in QT interval on the electrocardiogram. These drugs suppress VA by increasing the refractory period. However, prolonging cardiac repolarization and refractory period can trigger afterdepolarizations and resultant torsade de pointes.

In the Survival With Oral d-Sotalol (SWORD) Trial, 3,121 survivors of MI with a LV ejection fraction ≤40% were randomized to d-sotalol, a pure potassium channel blocker with no beta blocking activity, or to double-blind placebo [76]. At 148-day follow-up, mortality was 5.0% in patients treated with d-sotalol versus 3.1% in patients treated with placebo [76]. Presumed arrhythmic deaths accounted for the 77% increased mortality (relative risk = 1.77; 95% CI, 1.15 to 2.74) [76].

Studies comparing the effect of d, l-sotalol, a Class III antiarrhythmic drug with beta blocking activity, versus placebo or beta blockers in patients with VT or complex VA have not been performed. In a study of 1,486 patients with prior MI, compared with placebo, d,l-sotalol did not reduce mortality in patients followed for 1 year [77].

In the Electrophysiologic Study versus Electrocardiographic Monitoring (ESVEM) study of 486 patients, Holter monitor-guided therapy significantly predicted antiarrhythmic drug efficacy more often than did the electrophysiologic study in patients with sustained VT or survivors of cardiac arrest (77% versus 45% of patients) [78]. However, there was no significant difference in the success of drug therapy selected by the two methods in preventing recurrences of ventricular tachyarrhythmias.

In the ESVEM study, d,l-sotalol was more effective than the other 6 antiarrhythmic drugs [imipramine, mexiletine, pirmenol, procainamide, propafenone, and quinidine] used in reducing recurrence of arrhythmia, death from arrhythmia, death from cardiac causes, and death from any cause [79]. However, 7 of 10 episodes of torsade de pointes during this study occurred in patients receiving d,l-sotalol [79]. In 481 patients with VT, d,l-sotalol caused torsade de pointes (12 patients) or an increase in VT episodes (11 patients) in 23 patients (4.9%) [80]. Women had a significantly higher risk for drug-induced VF. On the basis of available data, use of beta blockers is recommended over the use of d,l-sotalol in treating patients with VT or complex VA associated with heart disease.
Amiodarone is very effective in suppressing VT and complex VA associated with heart disease [81-83]. However, the incidence of adverse effects from amiodarone approaches 90% after 5 years of therapy [84]. In the Cardiac Arrest in Seattle: Conventional Versus Amiodarone Drug Evaluation study, the incidence of pulmonary toxicity was 10% at 2 years in patients receiving an amiodarone dose of 158 mg daily [81]. Amiodarone can also cause cardiac adverse effects, gastrointestinal adverse effects including hepatitis, hyperthyroidism, hypothyroidism, and neurologic, dermatologic, and ophthalmologic adverse effects.

A double-blind study randomized 674 patients with CHF and complex VA to amiodarone or placebo [82]. Compared with placebo, amiodarone significantly decreased the number of episodes of VT and the frequency of complex VA. Twenty-seven percent of patients discontinued amiodarone in this study. At 2-year follow-up, survival was not different in patients treated with amiodarone or placebo [82].

The Canadian Amiodarone Myocardial Infarction Arrhythmia Trial (CAMIAT) randomized 1, 202 survivors of MI with nonsustained VT or complex VA to amiodarone or placebo [83]. Early permanent discontinuation of amiodarone for reasons other than adverse events occurred in 36% of patients taking this drug [83]. At 1.8-year follow-up, amiodarone caused no significant reduction in mortality [83].

The European Myocardial Infarction Amiodarone Trial (EMIAT) randomized 1, 486 survivors of MI with a LV ejection fraction ≤40% to amiodarone or placebo [85]. Early permanent discontinuation of amiodarone occurred in 38.5% of patients taking this drug. At 21-month follow-up, mortality was similar in patients treated with amiodarone or with placebo [85].

In the Sudden Cardiac Death in Heart Failure Trial (SCD-HEFT), 2, 521 patients with New York Heart Association (NYHA) class II or III CHF due to ischemic or nonischemic heart disease, a LV ejection fraction of 35% or less, and a mean QRS duration on the resting ECG of 120 msec were randomized to placebo, amiodarone, or an automatic implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (AICD) [86]. At 45.5-month median follow-up, compared with placebo, amiodarone insignificantly increased mortality by 6% [86]. At 45.5-month median follow-up, compared with placebo, AICD therapy significantly reduced all-cause mortality by 23%, with an absolute reduction in mortality of 7.2% after 5 years [86].

Since amiodarone has not been found to reduce mortality in patients with VT or complex VA associated with MI or CHF and has a very high incidence of toxicity, beta blockers should be used rather than amiodarone in treating these patients. A meta-analysis of 10 randomized trials showed that the use of beta blockers significantly reduced 2-year mortality in patients receiving AICD therapy [87]. In a study of 965 patients with AICDs, at 32-month mean follow-up, use of beta blockers significantly reduced all-cause mortality by 46%, whereas use of amiodarone or sotalol did not affect mortality [88]. During 33-month mean follow-up of 1, 038 patients with AICDs, use of beta blockers significantly reduced appropriate AICD shocks [89]. Use of amiodarone plus a beta blocker was not more effective than beta blocker therapy alone in reducing AICD shocks for any reason [89]. In this study, use of sotalol did not reduce appropriate AICD shocks [89].
4. Invasive intervention

If patients have life-threatening recurrent VT or VF resistant to antiarrhythmic drugs, invasive intervention should be performed. Patients with critical coronary artery stenosis and severe myocardial ischemia should undergo coronary artery bypass graft surgery to reduce mortality [90]. In the Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) Patch Trial, there was no evidence of improved survival among patients with CAD, LV ejection fraction <36%, and an abnormal signal-averaged electrocardiogram undergoing complete coronary revascularization in whom an AICD was implanted prophylactically at the time of elective coronary artery bypass graft surgery [91].

Surgical ablation of the arhythmogenic focus in patients with life-threatening ventricular tachyarrhythmias can be curative. This treatment includes aneurysctomy or infarctectomy and endocardial resection with or without adjunctive cryoablation based on activation mapping in the operating room [92-94]. However, the perioperative mortality rate is high. Endoaneurysmorrhaphy with a pericardial patch combined with mapping-guided subendocardial resection frequently cures recurrent VT with a low operative mortality and improvement of LV systolic function [95]. Radiofrequency catheter ablation of VT has been beneficial in the therapy of selected patients with arrhythmogenic foci of monomorphic VT [96-98]. Catheter ablation has been effectively used to treat patients with right ventricular outflow tract VT and LV fascicular VT. Prophylactic VT ablation should be considered before implantation of an AICD in patients with stable VT, prior MI, and reduced LV ejection fraction [99].

4.1. Automatic implantable cardioverter-defibrillator

However, the AICD is the most effective treatment for patients with life-threatening VT or VF [93-110]. The Multicenter Automatic Defibrillator Implantation Trial (MADIT) randomized 196 patients, with a prior MI, a LV ejection fraction ≤35%, a documented episode of asymptomatic nonsustained VT, and inducible nonsuppressible ventricular tachyarrhythmia on electrophysiologic study to an AICD or conventional medical therapy [100]. At 27-month follow-up, patients receiving an AICD had a 54% significant reduction in mortality [100].

In the Antiarrhythmics versus Implantable Defibrillators (AVID) Trial, 1, 016 patients were randomized to an AICD or class III antiarrhythmic drug therapy [101]. Forty-five percent of patients had been resuscitated from near-fatal VF. The other 55% of patients had sustained VT with syncope or sustained VT with a LV ejection fraction ≤40% and symptoms suggesting severe hemodynamic compromise due to the arrhythmia (near-syncope, CHF, and angina pectoris). The 1-year survival was 89.3% for patients who had the AICD versus 82.3% for patients treated with drug therapy (39% reduction by AICD) [101]. The 2-year survival was 81.6% for patients who had the AICD versus 74.7% for patients treated with drug therapy (27% reduction by AICD) [101]. The 3-year survival was 75.4% for patients who had the AICD versus 64.1% for patients treated with drug therapy (31% reduction by AICD) [101].
The Canadian Implantable Defibrillator Study (CIDS) randomized 659 patients with VF, cardiac arrest, or hypotensive VT to an AICD or amiodarone therapy [102]. Cardiac arrhythmic mortality was 4.5% per year in patients treated with amiodarone versus 3% per year in patients treated with an AICD (risk reduction = 33%). Total mortality was 10.2% per year in patients treated with amiodarone versus 8.3% per year in patients treated with an AICD (risk reduction = 20%) [102]. In a subset of CIDS, at 5.6-year follow-up, 47% of patients treated with amiodarone and 27% of patients treated with an AICD had died [103]. Amiodarone caused adverse effects in 83% of patients receiving the drug [103].

The Cardiac Arrest Study Hamburg (CASH) randomized 230 patients surviving sudden cardiac death due to documented VT and/or VF to propafenone, metoprolol, amiodarone, or an AICD [104]. Propafenone was stopped after 11 months because mortality from sudden death and cardiac arrest recurrence was 23% in patients randomized to propafenone versus 0% in patients randomized to an AICD [104]. The 2-year mortality was 12.6% for 99 patients randomized to an AICD versus 19.6% for 189 patients randomized to amiodarone or metoprolol (37% reduction) [105].

The Multicenter Unsustained Tachycardia Trial randomized 704 patients with inducible, sustained ventricular tachyarrhythmias to 3 treatment groups [106]. Compared with electrophysiologically guided antiarrhythmic drug therapy, the 5-year total mortality was decreased 20% by an AICD, and the 5-year risk of cardiac arrest or death from an arrhythmia was reduced 76% by an AICD [106]. Neither total mortality incidence or rate of cardiac arrest or death from arrhythmia was lower in patients randomized to electrophysiologically guided therapy and treated with antiarrhythmic drugs than in patients randomized to no antiarrhythmic treatment [106].

MADIT II randomized 1, 232 patients with prior MI and a LV ejection fraction of ≤30% to an AICD or to conventional medical therapy [107]. At 20-month follow-up, compared with conventional medical therapy, the AICD reduced all-cause mortality 31% from 19.8% to 14.2% [107]. The effect of AICD therapy in improving survival was similar in patients stratified according to age, sex, LV ejection fraction, New York Heart Association class, and QRS interval [107].

In MADIT-II, the reduction in sudden cardiac death in patients treated with an AICD was significantly reduced by 68% in 574 patients aged <65 years, by 65% in 455 patients aged 65-74 years, and by 68% in 204 patients aged ≥75 years [108]. The median survival in 348 octogenarians treated with AICD therapy was >4years [109].

At 8-year follow-up in MADIT II, the cumulative probability of all-cause mortality was 49% for patients treated with an AICD versus 62% for patients not treated with an AICD [110]. AICD treatment caused a 34% reduction in mortality during treatment years 1-4 and a 26% reduction in mortality during years 5-8 [110].

After AICD implantation, 35 patients were randomized to treatment with metoprolol and 35 patients to treatment with d, l-sotalol [111]. VT recurrence was 17% at 1 year and 20% at 2 years for patients treated with metoprolol versus 43% at 1 year and 49% at 2 years for patients treated with d, l-sotalol. At 26-month follow-up, survival was 91% for patients treated
with metoprolol plus an AICD versus 83% for patients treated with dl-sotalol plus an AICD [111]. In MADIT-II, use of higher doses of beta blockers in patients with ischemic heart disease and an AICD significantly reduced mortality by 56-58% compared with non-use of beta blockers [112]. These data favor using a beta blocker in patients with an AICD.

At 32-month mean follow-up of 965 patients, death occurred in 73 of 515 patients (13%) treated with beta blockers, in 84 of 494 patients (17%) treated with ACE inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers, in 56 of 402 patients (14%) treated with statins, in 40 of 227 patients (18%) treated with amiodarone, in 5 of 26 patients (19%) treated with sotalol, and in 64 of 265 patients (24%) treated with no beta blocker, ACE inhibitor, angiotensin receptor blocker, statin, amiodarone, or sotalol [88]. These data favor treating patients with AICDs with beta blockers, statins, and ACE inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers.

The American College of Cardiology Foundation (ACCF)/American Heart Association (AHA) guidelines (Table 1) recommend that Class I indications for therapy with an AICD are 1) cardiac arrest due toVF or VT not due to a transient or a reversible cause; 2) spontaneous sustained VT; 3) syncope of undetermined origin with clinically relevant, hemodynamically significant sustained VT or VF induced at electrophysiologic study when drug therapy is ineffective, not tolerated, or not preferred; 4) patients with prior MI at least 40 days previously with a LV ejection fraction less than 35% who are in NYHA class II or III; 5) patients with nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy with a LV ejection fraction less than or equal to 35% who are in NYHA class II or III; 6) patients with prior MI at least 40 days previously with a LV ejection fraction less than 30% who are in NYHA class I; and 7) patients with nonsustained VT due to prior MI with a LV ejection fraction less than 40% and inducible VF or sustained VT at electrophysiologic study [113].

1. Survivors of cardiac arrest due to VF or hemodynamically unstable sustained VT after evaluation to diagnose the cause and to exclude completely reversible causes
2. Structural heart disease and spontaneous sustained VT, whether hemodynamically stable or unstable
3. Syncope of undetermined etiology with clinically relevant, hemodynamically significant sustained VT or VF induced at electrophysiologic study
4. LV ejection fraction less than 35% due to prior MI at least 40 days previously and NYHA class II or III
5. Nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy with LV ejection fraction less than or equal to 35% and NYHA class II or III
6. LV ejection fraction less than 30% due to prior myocardial infarction at least 40 days previously and NYHA class I
7. Nonsustained VT due to MI, LV ejection fraction less than 40%, and inducible VF or sustained VT at electrophysiologic study

Table 1. Class I indications for Automatic Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator

Adapted from Epstein AE et al [113]

The 2009 updated ACCF/AHA guidelines for treatment of CHF (Table 2) recommend with a class I indication use of an AICD for 1) secondary prevention to increase survival in patients
with current or prior symptoms of heart failure and decreased LV ejection fraction who have a history of cardiac arrest, VF, or hemodynamically destabilizing VT; 2) primary prevention of sudden cardiac death to reduce mortality in patients with nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy or CAD at least 40 days after MI, a LV ejection fraction less than or equal to 35%, and NYHA class II or III symptoms on optimal medical therapy, with expectation of survival with good functional status for more than 1 year; and 3) may be used in patients receiving cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) for NYHA class III or ambulatory class IV symptoms despite recommended optimal medical therapy [114, 115].

1. Secondary prevention to increase survival in patients with current or prior symptoms of heart failure and reduced LV ejection fraction with a history of cardiac arrest, VF, or hemodynamically destabilizing VT

2. Primary prevention of sudden cardiac death to reduce mortality in patients with nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy or ischemic heart disease at least 40 days after MI, a LV ejection fraction less than or equal to 35%, and NYHA class II or III symptoms on optimal medical therapy, with expectation of survival with good functional status for more than 1 year

3. May be used in patients receiving cardiac resynchronization therapy for NYHA class III or ambulatory class IV symptoms despite recommended optimal medical therapy

Table 2. Class I Indications for Implantation of an Automatic Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator in Congestive Heart Failure

Adapted from Jessup M et al [114]

The ACC/AHA guidelines class IIa indications for treatment with an AICD are listed in Table 3 [113].

1. Unexplained syncope, significant LV dysfunction, and nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy

2. Sustained VT and normal or near normal LV function

3. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy with 1 or more major risk factor for SCD

4. Prevention of SCD in patients with arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy who have 1 or more risk factor for SCD

5. Reduction of SCD in patients with long-QT syndrome who are having syncope and/or VT while using beta blockers

6. Nonhospitalized patients awaiting cardiac transplantation

7. Brugada syndrome with syncope

8. Brugada syndrome with documented VT that has not resulted in cardiac arrest

9. Catecholaminergic polymorphic VT with syncope and/or documented sustained VT while using beta blockers

10. Cardiac sarcoidosis, giant cell myocarditis, or Chagas disease

Table 3. Class IIa Indications for Implantation of an Automatic Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator
Adapted from Epstein AE et al [113]

If the patient has no indication for pacing and a normal LV ejection fraction, CRT should not be performed. If the patient has no indication for pacing and a reduced LV ejection fraction, CRT should not be performed.

An AICD may also be effective in preventing sudden death in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy at high risk for sudden death [116] and in patients at high risk for sudden death because of a long QT interval or the Brugada syndrome [117]. An AICD may be useful in preventing sudden death in patients with syncope and ventricular tachyarrhythmias associated with poor LV ejection fraction, regardless of the result of the electrophysiologic study [118]. In addition, an AICD may be useful in survivors of VT or VF as a bridge to cardiac transplantation [119].

AICDs were implanted in 378 men and 95 women [120]. At 3.6-year follow-up, survival was 76% in patients who had an AICD because of cardiac arrest due to VF or VT not due to a transient or reversible cause, 85% in patients who had an AICD because of spontaneous sustained VT in association with structural heart disease, 92% in patients who had an AICD because of syncope of undetermined origin with clinically relevant, hemodynamically sustained VT or VF induced at electrophysiological study when drug therapy is ineffective, not tolerated, or not preferred, 84% in patients who had an AICD because of nonsustained VT with CAD, MI, LV dysfunction, and inducible VF or sustained VT at electrophysiological study that is not suppressible by a Class I antiarrhythmic drug, and 85% in all 473 patients [120].

AICDs are not effective in treating patients with LV dysfunction scheduled for elective CABG [91] or in patients who have had an acute MI within 40 days of the procedure [121, 122]. In patients receiving AICDs early after MI, factors associated with arrhythmias needing AICD therapy are also associated with a high risk of nonsudden death, negating the benefit of AICDs [123]. AICDs should also not be used to treat patients with NYHA class IV CHF despite optimal medical management or in patients with a life expectancy less than 1 year [114].

Of 209 patients with NYHA class III or IV heart failure treated with combined CRT-AICD therapy, appropriate cardioverter-defibrillator shocks occurred at 34-month follow-up in 22 of 121 patients (18%) on statins and in 30 of 88 patients (34%) not on statins [124]. Death occurred in 3 of 121 patients (2%) on statins and in 9 of 88 patients (10%) not on statins. Stepwise Cox regression analysis showed that significant independent prognostic factors for appropriate shocks were use of statins (risk ratio = 0.46), smoking (risk ratio = 3.5); and diabetes mellitus (risk ratio = 0.34) [124]. Significant independent prognostic factors for the time to mortality were use of statins (risk ratio = 0.05), use of digoxin (risk ratio = 4.2), hypertension (risk ratio = 14.2), diabetes mellitus (risk ratio = 4.3), and LV ejection fraction (risk ratio = 1.1) [124].

Of 529 patients with CHF and a reduced LV ejection fraction, 209 (40%) were treated with CRT plus an AICD and 320 (60%) with an AICD [125]. Mean follow-up was 34 months for both groups. Stepwise logistic regression analysis showed that significant independent vari-
ables for appropriate AICD shocks were statins (risk ratio = 0.35), smoking (risk ratio = 2.52), and digoxin (risk ratio = 1.92). Significant independent variables for time to deaths were use of CRT (risk ratio = 0.32), statins (risk ratio = 0.18), ACE inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) (risk ratio = 0.10), hypertension (risk ratio = 24.15), diabetes (risk ratio = 2.54), and age (risk ratio = 1.06) [125].

During 1243 days mean follow-up of 549 patients who had an AICD for CHF, 163 (30%) had appropriate AICD shocks, 71 (13%) had inappropriate AICD shocks, and 63 (12%) died [126]. Stepwise logistic regression analysis showed that significant independent prognostic factors for appropriate AICD shocks were smoking (odds ratio = 3.7) and statins (odds ratio = 0.54), for inappropriate AICD shocks were atrial fibrillation (odds ratio = 6.2) and statins (odds ratio = 0.52), and for time to mortality were age (hazard ratio = 1.08 per 1-year increase), ACE inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers ARBs (hazard ratio = 0.25), atrial fibrillation (hazard ratio = 4.1), right ventricular pacing (hazard ratio = 3.6), digoxin (hazard ratio = 2.9), hypertension (hazard ratio = 5.3), and statins (hazard ratio = 0.32) [126].

AICDs were implanted in 485 patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy and in 299 patients with nonischemic cardiomyopathy [127]. At 33-month follow-up, appropriate ICD shocks occurred in 179 of 485 patients (37%) with ischemic cardiomyopathy and in 93 of 299 patients (31%) with nonischemic cardiomyopathy. All-cause mortality occurred in 162 of 485 patients (33%) with ischemic cardiomyopathy and in 70 of 299 patients (23%) with nonischemic cardiomyopathy [127].

During implantation and during 38-month follow-up of 1, 060 patients who had AICDs, complications occurred in 60 patients (5.7%) [128]. These complications consisted of fractured leads requiring lead revision in 36 patients (3.4%), lead infection requiring antibiotics in 5 patients (0.5%), device replacement because of malfunction in 5 patients (0.5%), repositioning of leads in 3 patients (0.3%), a hematoma at the time of implantation in 3 patients (0.3%), pneumothorax at the time of implantation in 2 patients (0.2%), repair of a defective generator in 1 patient (0.1%), replacement of the device because of atrophy of the skin over the device in 1 patient (0.1%), a transient ischemic attack because of atrial fibrillation developing during implantation in 1 patient (0.1%), device replacement because of a recall from Guidant in 1 patient (0.1%), pocket revision because of pain when lying on the side of the pacemaker in 1 patient (0.1%), and pacemaker infection in 1 patient (0.1%) [128]. A downloadable algorithm has been developed to reduce inappropriate shocks caused by fractures of implantable AICD leads [129].

Persistent atrial fibrillation is associated with appropriate shocks and with CHF in patients with LV dysfunction treated with an AICD [130]. One or more inappropriate AICD shocks occurred in 83 of 719 MADIT II patients (11.5%) and comprised 31.2% of 590 shocks [131]. Triggers for inappropriate shocks were atrial fibrillation (44%), supraventricular tachycardia (36%), and abnormal sensing (20%). Patients with inappropriate shocks had a 2.3 times increase in mortality [131].

In 1, 193 patients with combined CRT-AICD therapy, atrial tachycardia/atrial fibrillation lasting longer than 10 minutes occurred in 361 patients (30%) [132]. Device-detected atrial
tachycardia/atrial fibrillation was associated with a 2.16 times increased mortality at 13 months median follow-up [132].

Of 958 patients with an AICD, chronic kidney disease was a significant independent predictor of 1-year mortality [133]. The 1-year mortality was 1.8%, 5.3%, 9.0%, 22%, and 38% for stages 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively of renal function. [133].

Successful radiofrequency ablation was performed in 22 of 84 patients with an AICD who had inappropriate shocks from atrial tachycardia, atrial flutter, or atrioventricular nodal re-entrant tachycardia [134]. Ninety-five percent of 22 patients who underwent successful radiofrequency ablation for supraventricular tachycardia had no inappropriate AICD shocks at 21-month follow-up compared to 63% of patients with inappropriate shocks for supraventricular tachycardia who did not have radiofrequency ablation [134].

In patients with AICDs, compared to patients treated with ventricular backup pacing at a rate of 40/minute, patients treated with dual-chamber rate-responsive pacing at a rate of 70/minute (DDDR-70) had an increase in mortality [135, 136], worsening of LV ejection fraction [137], and an increase in new LV wall motion abnormality [137]. One reason why DDDR-70 pacing may increase mortality and worsen LV systolic function is that ventricular electrical activation proceeds from the right ventricular apex instead of through the existing conduction system.

In patients with AICDs and no indication for antibradycardia pacing, 22 of 80 patients (28%) treated with right ventricular pacing died at 45-month follow-up, and 8 of 81 patients (10%) treated with biventricular pacing died at 53-month follow-up [138]. At 23-month follow-up, the LV ejection fraction decreased from 36% to 30% in patients treated with right ventricular pacing and increased at 38-month follow-up from 35% to 40% in patients treated with biventricular pacing [138]. New LV wall motion abnormality developed at 23-month follow-up in 23 of 80 patients (29%) treated with right ventricular pacing and at 38-month follow-up in 7 of 81 patients (9%) treated with biventricular pacing [138]. On the basis of available data, patients with AICDs should be treated with biventricular pacing, not with DDDR-70 right ventricular pacing [135-138].

In the Multicenter Automatic Defibrillator Implantation Trial with Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (MADIT-CRT) trial of 821 patients with nonischemic cardiomyopathy, 499 (61%) were treated with statins [139]. At 4-year follow-up, the cumulative probability of fast VT/VF or death was significantly reduced in patients treated with statins (11%) than in patients not treated with statins (19%) [139].

In the 1, 1820 patients in the MADIT-CRT trial, CRT -defibrillator therapy reduced first ventricular tachyarrhythmic events by 42% in patients with a left bundle branch block but did not reduce first ventricular tachyarrhythmic events in patients without left bundle branch block [140]. Recurrent ventricular tachyarrhythmic events were not reduced in patients with a left bundle branch block and were increased 3.62 times in patients without a left bundle branch block [140].

At 1.4-year follow-up of 1, 500 patients treated with an AICD for primary prevention, compared with conventional programming, programming the AICD for tachyarrhythmias of
200 beats per minute or higher was associated with a significant 79% reduction in inappropriate shocks or inappropriate antitachycardia pacing and a significant 55% reduction in all-cause mortality [141]. Compared with conventional programming, a prolonged delay in AICD therapy to 170 beats per minute or higher was associated with a significant 76% reduction in inappropriate shocks or inappropriate antitachycardia pacing and a significant 44% reduction in all-cause mortality [141].

At 1-year follow-up of 1,902 patients treated with an AICD for primary or secondary prevention, use of a long-versus standard-detection interval caused a 42% significant reduction in antitachycardia pacing, a 23% insignificant reduction in appropriate shocks, a 45% significant reduction in inappropriate shocks, and a 13% insignificant reduction in mortality [142].

In a registry of 5,399 AICD recipients for primary and secondary prevention, rates of appropriate shocks were similar among patients aged 18-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, and ≥ 80 years [143]. There was no significant difference in mortality between clinical trial patients randomized to an AICD for primary prevention in the MADIT-II and SCD-HEFT trials and a similar group of clinical registry patient who received an AICD for primary prevention [144].

In patients with an AICD and a CRT-defibrillator, 3,809 patients who survived a first shock were matched to 3,630 patients without a shock [145]. Compared with no shock, mortality was significantly increased 1.65 times in those who received a shock for monomorphic VT, 2.1 times for those who received a shock for VF/polymorphic VT, and 161 times for those who received a shock for atrial fibrillation/atrial flutter [145]. Mortality was similar in those who received a shock for sinus tachycardia, supraventricular tachycardia, and noise/artefact oversensing compared to no shock [145].
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